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Abstract. Sufficient conditions guaranteeing the existence of three positive solutions of the multi-
point boundary value problem for the infinite difference equation8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ






are established using a fixed point theorem. It is the purpose of this paper to show that this
approach of obtaining positive solutions of BVPs by using multi-fixed-point theorems can be
extended to infinite difference equations containing the nonlinear operator Œp.x/. The
possible solutions of this BVP are not concave if p.n/ 6 constant .
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been many papers interested in proving the existence
of positive solutions of the boundary value problems (BVPs for short) of the finite
difference equations since these BVPs have extensive applications, see the papers
[1, 5–9, 11–15, 18, 19], [10] and the references therein.
Recently, the authors [2–4,16,17] studied the existence of solutions of the bound-
ary value problems for infinite difference equations. In [17], the existence of multiple
positive solutions of boundary value problems for the second-order discrete equations8<: 
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was investigated by using the cone compression and expansion and fixed point the-
orems in Fre´chet spaces, where ˛ > 0;ˇ > 0, p > 0;q > 0 and f is a continuous
function.
In paper [2], the existence of solutions of a class of the infinite time scale boundary
value problems was considered. It is easy to see that the results of [2] can be applied
to the following BVP for the infinite difference equation8<: 
2x.n/Cf .n;x.n//D 0; n 2N0;
x.0/D 0;
x.n/ is bounded:
The methods are based upon a growth argument and the upper and lower solutions
methods.
In [12] the existence of at least three positive solutions for the following BVP of
the finite difference equations8<: Œ.x.n//Cf .n;x.n/;x.n//D 0; n 2 Œ0;N ;x.0/ PmiD1˛ix.ni /D 0;
x.N C2/ PmiD1ˇix.ni /D 0 (1.2)
was proved under some assumptions.
Motivated by above mentioned two papers, the purpose of this paper is to investig-
ate the multi-point boundary value problem of the second order infinite p-Laplacian
difference equation8ˆ<ˆ
:







where N0 denotes the set of all nonnegative integers, p.n/ > 0;˛n  0;ˇn  0 for all
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f is a Caratheodory function, i.e., f satisfies that for each r > 0 there exist a real















 r.n/; n 2N0; jxj  r; jyj  r;
 is defined by .x/ D jxjp 2x with p > 1, its inverse function is denoted by
 1.x/ D jxjq 2x with 1=pC 1=q D 1, x.n/ D x.nC 1/  x.n/. We establish
sufficient conditions for the existence of at least three positive solutions of BVP(3).
It is easy to see that the positive solutions of BVP(1) are bounded, the positive
solutions of BVP(3) may be unbounded since 1.4 holds. The results in this article
generalize the theorems in [12] to the infinite case and the fixed point theorem used
is different from those used in [3, 12, 17]. The most interesting part in this article is
the construction of the nonlinear operator and the cone, this method is not found in
known papers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we first give
some lemmas, then the main result (Theorem 1) and its proof are presented. An
example is given in Section 3 to illustrate the main result.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we first present some background definitions in Banach spaces and
state three important fixed point theorems and lemmas. Then the main result is given
and proved.
Definition 1. Let X be a real Banach space. The nonempty convex closed subset
P of X is called a cone in X if ax 2 P for all x 2 P and a  0, x 2 X and  x 2 X
imply x D 0.
Definition 2. A map  W P ! Œ0;C1/ is a nonnegative continuous concave or
convex functional map provided  is nonnegative, continuous and satisfies  .txC
.1  t /y/ t .x/C .1  t / .y/; or  .txC .1  t /y/ t .x/C .1  t / .y/; for all
x;y 2 P and t 2 Œ0;1.
Definition 3. An operator T IX ! X is completely continuous if it is continuous
and maps bounded sets into pre-compact sets.
Definition 4. Let a;b;c;d;h > 0 be positive constants, ˛; be two nonnegative
continuous concave functionals on the cone P , ;ˇ; be three nonnegative continu-
ous convex functionals on the cone P . Define the convex sets as follows:
Pc D fx 2 P W jjxjj< cg;
P.;˛Ia;c/D fx 2 P W ˛.x/ a; .x/ cg;
P.;;˛Ia;b;c/D fx 2 P W ˛.x/ a; .x/ b; .x/ cg;
Q.;ˇI ;d;c/D fx 2 P W ˇ.x/ d; .x/ cg;
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Q.;ˇ; Ih;d;c/D fx 2 P W  .x/ h; ˇ.x/ d; .x/ cg:
Lemma 1 ([7]). Let X be a real Banach space, P be a cone in X , ˛; be two
nonnegative continuous concave functionals on the cone P , ;ˇ; be three nonneg-
ative continuous convex functionals on the cone P . There exist constant M > 0 such
that
˛.x/ ˇ.x/; jjxjj M.x/ for all x 2 P:
Furthermore, Suppose that h;d;a;b;c > 0 are constants with d < a. Let T W Pc !
Pc be a completely continuous operator. If
(C1) fy 2 P.;;˛Ia;b;c/j˛.x/ > ag 6D¿ and
˛.T x/ > a for every x 2 P.;;˛Ia;b;c/I
(C2) fy 2Q.;; Ih;d;c/jˇ.x/ < dg 6D¿ and
ˇ.T x/ < d for every x 2Q.;; Ih;d;c/I
(C3) ˛.Ty/ > a for y 2 P.;˛Ia;c/ with .Ty/ > b;
(C4) ˇ.T x/ < d for each x 2Q.;ˇI ;d;c/ with  .T x/ < h;
then T has at least three fixed points y1, y2 and y3 such that














8<: supn2N0 jx.n/j1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// ; supn2N0 1.p.n//jx.n/j
9=; :
It is easy to see that X is a real Banach space.
Denote Œa;bD fa;aC1;    ;bg for a b and Œa;bD¿ for a > b with a;b 2N0,









x.n/ 0 for all n 2N0;
minn2Œk1;k2
x.n/





It is easy to see that P is a nontrivial cone in X .
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Let h.n/ 6 0.n 2 N0/ be a nonnegative sequence with Pn2N0 h.n/ converging,
consider the following BVP8ˆ<ˆ
:


































CP1nD1ˇnPn 1jD0 1 1p.j / :
(2.3)
Lemma 2. If y is a solution of BVP(6), then y.n/  0 and y.n/  0 for all
































Proof. SinceŒp.n/.y.n//D h.n/ 0 for all n2N0 andPn2N0 h.n/ con-
verges, we get that p.n/.y.n// is decreasing and there exists the limit
limn!1p.n/.y.n//. Then  1.p.n//y.n/ is decreasing and there exists the
limit limn!1 1.p.n//y.n/.




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D c:
















































1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D 0:
If c 6D 0, then limt!1
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1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D 0:
Together with
P1




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D c:














































































From 2.5, one sees that limn!1p.n/.y.n//D A.




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D  1.A/:
































































It is easy to see that G.x/ is continuous on . 1;0/ and .0;1/, respectively, G.x/ is
















































































































































Hence we find that there exists an unique  2  0;ıP1sD0h.s/ such that G./D 0. It













. It is easy to see from 2.4 that y.n/ 0 andy.n/ 0 for
all n 2N0. The proof is complete. 
Lemma 3. Choose integers k1;k2 2 N0 with 1 < k1C 1 < k2. Let  be defined




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//   supn2N0
y.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// : (2.7)
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Proof. Since Œp.n/.y.n// D  h.n/  0 for all n 2 N0, we see that
p.n/.y.n// is decreasing. Then  1.p.n//y.n/ is decreasing.






To complete the proof of 2.7, we consider two cases:



































































Since  1.p.n//y.n/ is decreasing, we get  1.p.s//y.s/   1.p.k//y.k/
for all s  k. So there there is  such that
















































































































































































1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D limn!1
y.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// .




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//  
y.n0/
1Cn0 :
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1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//   supn2N0
y.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// :
From Cases 1 and 2, we get 2.7. The proof is complete. 
Define the functionals on P W P !R by
.x/D sup
n2N0
















1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// ; x 2 P:











































































































Then jjyjj M.y/ for all solutions y of BVP(6). The proof is complete. 
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One sees easily that8ˆ<ˆ
:
Œ..T x/.n//Cf .n;x.n/;x.n//D 0; n 2N0;




iD1ˇi .T x/.i/D 0:
(2.10)









Lemma 5. Let V D fx 2X W jjxjj< lg.l > 0/. If

x.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// W x 2 V

and
f 1.p.n//x.n/ W x 2 V g are both equiconvergent at infinity, where
V1 DW
8<: x.n/1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// W x 2 V
9=;[f 1.p.n//x.n/ W x 2 V g
is called equiconvergent at infinity if and only if for all  > 0; there existsN DN./>








j 1.p.n1//x.n1/  1.p.n2//x.n2/j<  n1;n2 >N:
Then V is pre-compact on X.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the proof of a Lemma in [14] and is omitted.

Lemma 6. The following facts hold.
(i) T x 2 P for each x 2 P ;
(ii) x is a solution of BVP(3) if and only if x is a solution of the operator equation
x D T x;
(iii) T W P ! P is completely continuous;
Proof. (i) Note the definition of P . For x 2 P , Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 imply that
T x 2 P .
(ii) It is easy to see that x is a solution of BVP(3) if and only if x is a solution of
the operator equation x D T x.
(iii) It suffices to prove that T is continuous on P and T maps bounded subsets
into pre-compact sets. We divide the proof into four steps:
Step 1. For each bounded subset D  P , prove that fAx W x 2Dg is bounded in
R.
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Denote
L1 D sup













Since f is a Caratheodory function, it follows from 2.11 that




Hence fAx W x 2Dg is bounded in R.
Step 2. For each bounded subset D  P , and each x0 2 D, prove that T is
continuous at x0.
For x0 2D and xn 2D with xn! x0.n!C1/ in D.
Denote un.k/ D .T xn/.k/;u0.k/ D .T x0/.k/ for all k 2 N0. We prove that T is
































First, we prove that Ax are continuous in x, i.e.,
Axn ! Ax0 ; n!C1:
It follows from Step 1 that Axn is bounded. Without loss of generality, suppose that
Axn ! A 6D Ax0 .













































































































It follows from Lemma 2 that AD Ax0 . Hence
Axn ! AD Ax0 ; n!C1:
This together with the continuous property of f implies that T is continuous at x0.
Step 3. For each bounded subset ˝  P , prove that T˝ is bounded.
In fact, for each bounded subset ˝ D, and x 2˝. Suppose
jjxjj Dmax
8<: supn2N0 jx.n/j1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// ; maxn2Œ0;NC1 1.p.n//jx.n/j
9=;M1






















































































j;.1CPj 1sD0 1 1.p.s///x; y 1.p.j //ˇˇˇ.






f .j;x.j /;x.j //
1Aˇˇˇˇˇˇ






It follows that T˝ is bounded.
Step 4. For each bounded subset ˝  P , prove that T˝ is pre-compact.





Note  1.x/D jxjq 2x. Then there  2
h
























! 0 uniformly as n!1:
For any  > 0, there exists N1; > 0 such that
j 1.p.n1//.T x/.n1/  1.p.n2//.T x/.n2/j< ; n > N1;: (2.12)
Since limn!1 1.p.n//.T x/.n/D  1.Ax/ uniformly, we know from the same




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// D  1.Ax/ uniformly:






ˇˇ< ; n > N2;: (2.13)
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Choose N DmaxfN1;;N2;g. Then







ˇˇ< ; n > N:
One knows that T˝ is pre-compact. Lemma 5 with Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 imply that T
is completely continuous. 
Theorem 1. Choose k1;k2 2 N with k1 < k2. Let  be defined by 2.1, ı by 2.3
and M by 2.9. Suppose that there exist positive constants e1; e2; c such that
c  e2



























































1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//u; v 1.p.n// E2nC1 for all n2N0;u2 Œ0;e1;v 2
Œ0;c;




1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// < e1; minn2Œk1;k2
x2.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// > e2; (2.14)





1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// > e1; minn2Œk1;k2
x3.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// < e2: (2.15)
Proof. LetX , P and T be defined above. We complete the proof by using Lemma
1. By the definitions, it is easy to see that ˛; are two nonnegative continuous
concave functionals on the cone P , ;ˇ; are three nonnegative continuous convex
functionals on the cone P .
One sees ˛.x/  ˇ.x/ for all x 2 P . From Lemma 4, we have jjxjj M.x/ for
all x 2 P .
Lemma 6 implies that xD x.n/ is a solution of BVP(3) if and only if x is a solution
of the operator equation x D T x and T W P ! P is completely continuous.
Corresponding to Lemma 1, choose
hD e1; d D e1; aD e2; b D e2

; c D c:
Now, we prove that all conditions of Lemma 1 hold. One sees that 0 < d < a. The
remainder is divided into five steps.
Step 1. Prove that T W Pc! Pc ;
For x 2 Pc , we have jjxjj  c. Then
0 x.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//  c;n 2N0;
0  1.p.n//x.n/ c for n 2N0:















2nC1 ; n 2N0:
It follows from Lemma 6 that T x 2 P . One sees from Lemma 1 that
0 Ax  ı
1X
jD0







f .j;x.j /;x.j //
1Aˇˇˇˇˇˇ












  1 .Q.1C ı// c:
From Lemma 5, we have
j.T x/.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// M supn2N0 1.p.n//j.T x/.n/j
M 1 ..1C ı/Q/ c:
It follows that
jjT xjj Dmax
8<:maxn2N0 j.T x/.n/j1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// ; maxn2N0 1.p.n//j.T x/.n/j
9=; c:
Then T W Pc! Pc .
Step 2. Prove that












and ˛.T x/ > e2 for every x 2 P

;;˛Ie2; e2 ; c

I
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8<:B; A1CPk1 1sD0 1 1.p.s// ;
B
1CPk2 1sD0 1 1.p.s//





It follows that fy 2 P.;;˛Ia;b;c/j˛.x/ > ag 6D¿.





















; n 2 Œk1;k2; 0  1.p.n//x.n/ c:
Thus (A2) implies that
f .n;x.n/;x.n// W



























































This completes Step 2.
Step 3. Prove that
fy 2Q.;; Ih;d;c/jˇ.x/ < dg D fy 2Q.;; Ie1; e1; c/ jˇ.x/ < e1g 6D¿
and
ˇ.T x/ < e1 for every x 2Q.;; Ih;d;c/DQ.;; Ie1; e1; c/ I
Similarly to Step 2, we can see that fy 2Q.;; Ih;d;c/jˇ.x/ < dg 6D¿.













Hence we get that
0 x.n/
1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//  e1; n 2N0I 0  1.p.n//x.n/ c; n 2N0:
Then (A3) implies that
f .n;x.n/;x.n// E
2nC1 ; n 2N0:
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 e1 D d:
This completes Step 3.
Step 4. Prove that ˛.Ty/ > a for y 2 P.;˛Ia;c/ with .Ty/ > b;




















1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//  ˇ.T x/ > e2 D a:
This completes Step 4.
Step 5. Prove that ˇ.T x/ < d for each x 2Q.;ˇId;c/ with  .T x/ < h:







1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s//  d D e1;
 .T x/D min
n2Œk1;k2
.T x/.n/











1CPn 1sD0 1 1.p.s// < e1 D d:
This completes the Step 5.
Then Lemma 1 implies that T has at least three fixed points y1, y2 and y3 such
that
ˇ.y1/ < e1; ˛.y2/ > e2; ˇ.y3/ > e1; ˛.y3/ < e2:
Hence BVP(3) has three positive solutions y1;y2 and y3 satisfying 2.14 and 2.15.
The proof is complete. 
3. AN EXAMPLE
In this section, we present an example to illustrate Theorem 1.
Example 1. Consider the following BVP8<:






where f WN0 Œ0;C1/2! Œ0;C1/ is a Caratheodory function.
Corresponding to BVP(3), p.n/ 1, ˛n D 12nC1 ;ˇn D 13nC1 and .x/D x.
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Choose the constant k1 D 10;k2 D 10000, e1 D 100;e2 D 5400;c D 3688400





























































































So Q>W and c > e2




































It is easy to check that if
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(A1) f .n;.1Cn/u;v/ Q
2nC1 for all n 2N0;u 2 Œ0;c;v 2 Œ0;c;
(A2) f .n;.1Cn/u;v/ w
2nC1 for all n 2 Œk1;k2;u 2 Œe2; e2;v 2 Œ0;c;
(A3) f .n;.1Cn/u;v/ E
2nC1 for all n 2N0;u 2 Œ0;e1;v 2 Œ0;c;











1Cn > 100; minn2Œ10;10000
x3.n/
1Cn < 5400:
Remark 1. BVP(21) in Example 1 can not be solved by the theorems in [2–4, 16,
17].
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